
Manassas Candy Factory 2009 

 

Our show this year had a slightly different schedule mainly due to the economy and the 

City of Manassas. Our setup started on December 13 at 2 PM and lasted until 7 PM. The 

big difference this year were the hours the show was open to the public: Tuesday through 

Thursday from 5 PM till 8 PM. 

 

Our O gauge layout was the same size as last year 12X40 and included the Outside Yard. 

The Standard Gauge tabletop layout was in a dog-bone configuration approximately 35 

feet in length.  As usual the Manassas City Recreation folks provided the decoration for 

the Standard Gauge layout with the Trackers, Clem, providing the sheets for the 

tabletops. I believe Clem was without a place to sleep for the duration of the show 

because of his contribution. 

 

The decorations and presentation of modules was amazing. The winter theme was in full 

effect across every module. If it wasn’t snow it Christmas trees or Christmas decorations 

of some sort. A special thanks to Dan Danielson for providing more evergreen trees than 

all of the Christmas tree lots in Manassas. Every empty space was filled and if anywhere 

seemed sparse it was immediately full of trees.  It actually snowed in Manassas on Dec 

15
th
-17

th
. Just look at all of our modules.  We also had several new father/son 

combinations that provided a lot of extra hands helping on the Standard and O gauge 

layouts. Shannon and Cadence Hinnant provided the decorations for one on the corners 

and it looked great. We had several periods of time were 3 juniors were running 

everything on the tracks, completely without incident! 

 

Since we had a free day, Monday if needed, Steve and I wanted to take his filter project 

to the next level. Everyone was asked to participate by allowing Steve’s filter solution to 

be added to their modules. Everyone’s response was positive. Our rational being, we have 

Monday if the test proved negative. What we proposed was every module including the 

clubs assets would have filters and we would forgo the fiber pins and go back to steel 

pins all around. Everything was set up in this manner and the TIU was added with its 

power provided by a “Brick” and without a break in the Buss.  Testing proved very 

encouraging. The outer loop was 10’s all around with both sidings reading the same 

except for 3 yard modules where the signal was 6-7 on both yard tracks. Further 

investigation found fiber pins had been installed between these 3 yard modules, once 

rectified and tested again both yard tracks were indicating solid 10’s.  The inner loop was 

encouraging also. 10’s all around except on 4 modules were the signal was 4-10. 

Retesting using a different engine showed 10’s everywhere. Don’t know why this 

occurred. TMCC was added and worked great, we also added Legacy at the same time 

and it worked very well. We actually ran DCS/TMCC/Legacy engines concurrently on 

the same track without a hitch. A very promising situation! 

 

Very special thanks to Frank Hale, I don’t know how he does it. Besides the FISH he also 

provided 3 modules including the Thomas loop under his bridge. Outstanding!  We also 

had a visitor from Colorado; Tracker Rich was in town and made the effort to drop by on 



several evenings and Play Trains with Clem. It was a nice surprise and we all enjoyed 

seeing him again. 

 

Manassas wouldn’t be the same without Santa Claus…..Thanks to a special Tracker, Bear 

Bailey, everyone loved him especially the kids. 

 

Attendance was steady, probably 15-25 folks at any given time from 530 PM till 0730 

PM. every night.  

 

       Regis Harkins 

 


